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Abstract

This essay does not attempt to analyze the presidential competition in Russia, but draws conceptually on this theme. It focuses on one narrow aspect of the Kremlin’s public diplomacy: mediated public diplomacy in the United States and India, implemented through advertorials, paid-for content disguised as editorial material. More specifically, this essay is based on a public diplomacy study conducted in February–March 2012 with Guy J. Golan, associate professor of public relations and public diplomacy at Syracuse University. Using content analysis techniques, the researchers performed a quantitative assessment of key frames and attributes of Kremlin-sponsored and -circulated advertorials Russia Now and Russia India Report. These advertorials, which were included as free supplements to The Washington Post and The Times of India newspapers, are accessible on Russia’s public diplomacy media outlet’s website, Russia Beyond the Headlines. The study analyzed January–December 2011 editions of the advertorials (ten of Russia Now and six of Russia India Report) with an individual news item being a unit of analysis. In total, 303 news items ranging from regular news articles and briefs, to op-eds and blog entries were examined.

Unlike the aforementioned public diplomacy study, this essay focuses on examining image-producing messages surrounding Medvedev and Putin in 2011. By highlighting certain characteristics and actions of these politicians, made salient via the advertorials’ agenda-setting capabilities, this essay aims to explore the differences and commonalities in leadership image sponsorship. Political scientists have studied the effects of a leader’s image on domestic public opinion, but public diplomacy scholars have yet to explore the potency of such person-specific frames on the foreign perceptions of a country’s image.

The quantity of direct and indirect mentions regarding each politician and the nature of such coverage is important in a wider context. The mention was direct when the leader’s comments or opinions on a particular subject were prominently featured in the news item. It was indirect when there was only a scarce mentioning of the leader, putting him in a rather passive position. The nature of the coverage was considered negative if the leader himself, his actions, or his policies were criticized; neutral when it was not possible to identify the underlying sentiment and positive when the leader, his actions, or his policies were described in a positive manner.

In each advertorial, Medvedev appeared in 19 percent of the news, with more direct mentions than indirect. In 57 percent of the advertorials from Russia Now, the president was portrayed positively, and he was portrayed negatively in 13 percent. In the Russia India Report, Medvedev was depicted in a positive light in 84 percent of all the cases. Meanwhile, the frequency of Putin’s appearance in the advertorials lagged behind Medvedev’s: the Prime Minister was mentioned in 14 percent of the news from Russia Now and 10 percent of those from the Russia India Report, and such mentions were largely indirect. Similarly to Medvedev’s portrayal to the Indian publics, Putin’s persona and actions were framed positively in 80 percent of the news. By contrast, Russia Now depicted Putin in much more balanced way: positive mentions took up 46 percent of the news and the negative mentions were present in 35 percent.

Surprisingly, Medvedev was mentioned more frequently than Putin, both directly and indirectly, and his coverage was more positive in both advertorials. Putin, on the other hand, appeared in the news less frequently, often evoking sharp criticism. Speculations on who would run for President and ultimately rule the Kremlin were raised throughout all issues of both advertorials, without a clear preference given to either candidate.

The Indian supplement provided one-sided coverage in favor of both politicians, whereas the U.S. advertorial allowed for negative frames, especially pertaining to the Prime Minister. Whenever both politicians were mentioned in tandem, there was no clear pattern as to which politician was portrayed more favorably. This...
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Tsar Putin Vs. Medvedev 2.0

While image-makers working for Medvedev apparently accepted the challenge posed by the global framing competition to shape Medvedev’s image to conform with mainstream democratic principles and Western political culture, Putin’s consultants did not attempt to disguise the Prime Minister’s autocratic wrongdoing and low likeability among internal and external publics, despite being given a uniquely advantaged adversarial media platform. This is not to say, however, that there had been no effort made to demonstrate a humane side of Russia’s “good tsar.”

The majority of news in both adversarial mentions Medvedev dealt with economic or financial issues and often cited the President’s push for liberal economic reforms, also known as modernization. Therefore it is no surprise an image of a liberal economic crusader was molded by positive headlines ("Unveiling his vision of liberal economic policy to a long-haul ended economy, Medvedev asks investors to take charge and pitch in strongly for reforms," references to concrete policy actions ("President Dmitry Medvedev’s plan to turn Moscow into a global financial hub took another step forward with the formation of a 27-member advisory board consisting of major Wall Street bankers"), a domestic expert endorsement ("Economists agree that President Medvedev’s term in office was decisive in terms of dismantling the last remnants of the Soviet social system"), or a foreign endorsement from a U.S. CEO ("It is the same language that a U.S. president would use. It was an excellent speech and I haven’t heard a single criticism … a clear sign that modernization is going forward.")

Medvedev’s progressive thinking and technological savvy were emphasized in numerous articles regarding development of a “Russian Silicon Valley” in Skolkovo or a number of free economic zones in the Russian Federation. Moreover, statements describing his personal affection for gadgets and the Internet were innocuously placed in several news items dealing with the economy, domestic politics, and human interest. Examples include, “President Dmitry Medvedev has been pictured at powwows caressing his tablet while all the Soviet-era ministers scribbled in their cheesy leatherette AS notebooks,” and “The Internet has a powerful champion in the form of President Medvedev. Russia’s ‘blogger-in-chief’ has repeatedly insisted that he will not allow censorship of the Internet.”

The political orientation of the Russian President was conveyed through policy steps he took to fight corruption, increase transparency in governance, and defend human rights, as illustrated in the following mentions:

“Medvedev proposed the upgrade of the electronic voting system to enhance the transparency,”

“Medvedev has taken the Magnitsky case under his personal control. Medvedev has made fighting corruption the centerpiece of his presidency.”

“Reporting can still be the most dangerous business, but some say the atmosphere is improving under Medvedev.”

It is noteworthy that mentions of what the President accomplished were not followed by a rigorous policy analysis in the majority of materials.

In contrast to Medvedev’s pro-democratic leaning, the news items portrayed Putin as a strong leader who barely needed to solicit advice from his President or public opinion before making a policy decision. Headlines such as “It’s harder and harder for a free, self-sufficient person to breathe in Putin’s Russia,” “Putin is attempting to try to hoard all power to himself,” and “It’s easier to go after ‘geared people’ [as Putin calls opposition activists] than a walk-up crowd of football fanatics,” illustrate Putin’s intolerance of his multiple dissenters, be they official opposition or citizen activists.

Like Medvedev, Putin transcends to the level of a visionary reformer in the messages. For example, an improvement in Russia’s export-driven economy, mainly dependent on the world price of oil, was attributed to Putin’s pre-2012 terms in office: “Under Vladimir Putin, stability and an economic boom appeared.” Notable reforms, or rather draft reforms, cited as Putin’s brainchild, included long-awaited initiatives in healthcare and pharmaceutical manufacturing. Moreover, Putin promised to “launch [even more] serious reforms after his likely return to the presidency.”

Despite the negativity associated with Putin on the pages of Russia Now, there was room for showing the prime minister’s humane side. Materials about Putin’s endorsement of an art-house movie that was denied funding by the Ministry of Culture, Putin singing “Bachetey Hill” at a charity event for children, or a brief mention of his healthy diet, seem to contain relationship-building rather than real news value, and therefore can be regarded as contributing to Putin’s international celebrity-politician image-making process.

Discussion

For Russia, the period of heavy, one-sided, Soviet-style propaganda seems to be over, giving way to much more narrowly defined and disguised (read: strategic) public diplomacy programs, implemented via the use of innovative communication platforms and audience segmentation. Outsourcing media relations to foreign public relations firms and financing Russia’s own radio and international TV broadcasting seems to be insufficient. The Russian government now utilizes the power of the foreign press to attract reputation while creating new media (advertisory) specifically aimed at communicating Kremlin-sponsored frames to various external publics.

Some of the frames backed by Russia include these shaping images of Medvedev and Putin, two leaders who are expected by some to stay in power for years to come. Given the results of the recent presidential election, it may seem counter-intuitive that the Kremlin would portray such a positive image, given the strong, and well-founded, negative opinion of the country. For Russia, the period of heavy, one-sided, Soviet-style propaganda seems to be over, giving way to much more healthy diet, seem to contain relationship-building rather than real news value, and therefore can be regarded as contributing to Putin’s international celebrity-politician image-making process.

For example, the “reset” in U.S.-Russian foreign policy and a short period of collaboration between Medvedev and U.S. President Barack Obama, the two states have always being operating “on a fundamentally different set of values and interests.” Former KGB agent, Putin is known for his “inflammatory, anti-American rhetoric,” as no one else exemplifies an impediment to normalization of relations between the states. His leadership style is markedly different from Medvedev’s, as if Putin were Batman and Medvedev were Robin. It is
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no wonder that Kremlin strategists did not come up with any unusual image-making stories about the former, preferring to balance positive and negative coverage to reinforce the existing image that Russia’s real ruler holds in the West. Ultimately, placing an advertorial with one-sided positive coverage of Russia and Putin in The Washington Post would be detrimental to the objectives of Russian public diplomacy, as there are reasons to believe that readership of these newspapers, which includes U.S. policy makers, would identify it as propaganda and therefore not be receptive to Kremlin-generated frames.

Indian publics, on the other hand, may exhibit a higher tolerance of biased coverage about Russia, as “India sees Russia as a time-tested friend,” dating back to when India was one of the USSR satellites. Since 2000, the two states have been pursuing a strategic partnership, and in 2010 they started to focus on building a special and privileged strategic partnership.32

Finally, the differences in the image-projection of the two leaders should be interpreted in the prism of a public landscape in a given state.34

The two-way communication is enabled via more conventional letters to the editor and op-eds published in the advertorials, as well as Russia Beyond the Headlines social media.
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